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Among the large numbers of tomato seedllngG grown at the U. S. 
Regional Vegetable Breeding Laboratory, Charleston, South Carolina, 
occasional seedlings were found with either notched, cleft, or appa
rently increased mmbers of cotyledons. lo special attention was paid 
to this occurrence, which is cc®mon3y known by those wîio grow and ob
serve large numbers of tomato seedlings, until unusually hi^ percen
tages of these forms were observed in some fourth genwation lybrlds 
from a cross, lycopgrslcoB Dlmpinelllfolium (Jusl.) Mill, x &.

Mill, var. Mar globe. In certain of these populations the
abnormalities appeared in as as 30% of the aeodlings. This fact 
suggested that the condition was inherited. Since no mention of plu
rality of cotyledons was found in recently published lists of inherited 
characters in tomatoes, McArthur (125) and Boswell (25), it was de
cided to investi^te this easily recognisable character.

The objects of the #tu% were to determine, if possible, the 
inheritance pattern of the character and any association between such 
cotyledon characters and other morphological features of the plants, 
particularly those having to do with greater yield. It would be of 
value, for example, to know whether ijiese individual seedlings which 
appear in commercial tomato varieties should be discarded because they 
were associated with inferior stock, disregarded because of equality 
with normal seedlings, or saved as superior stock.

A complete discussion of the extensive literature on polycoty- 
ledony was impossible in this report since a great majority of the 
references were but brief notes reporting the sporadic appearance of 
the condition in various species of plants. Most of the reports wore



published In Europe during the 19th century. The last literature sur
vey dealing exclusively with polycotyledony warn made by Buchartre (58) 
In I&48. Pmzlg (1 5 6, 157) in 1921-22, described teratological phe
nomena, including instances of polycotyledony in approximately 145 
species of plants, but did not give special attention to the character. 
The lack of a complete review of the subject has lad many recent inves
tigators to understate the frequency of the occurrence of poiycoly- 
ledory. Both Litovchenko (119) and Purkayastha (15#) made this error, 
the former finding reference to on3y 50 species of wild and cultivated 
plants in which there were reported to be polycolyledons, The author’s 
review of the literature revealed that the phen<mencn is quite Arequent,

The frequency is shown in TABLE I, which is a summary represent
ing the minimum number of species exhibiting polycotyledm^. There 
were without doubt many more which had been observed without being re- 
corded and others possibly reported in publications not located in 
this survey. It was evidmit, however, that polyeotyledons are wide
spread among dcotyledtmoua plants, since a total of 295 species in 
66 families is Included. It should also be noted that the two largest 
plant families showed tlie largest numbers of polycot species.

In addition to the reports on the presence of these forms, isany 
investigators described the range of the phenotypic expression of the 
condition, noting the wide variations found. This variation has been 
most completely analysed, however, by DeVries (196, 199) in 1902-03,
His classification, which &ms been generally followed by later workers, 
follows* The most common form is the tricotvledoa which has three 
separate cotyledons. The next is the homitriootr/ledcm with one normal 
and on© split cotyledon, the latter of which assumes all conceivable



t a b u ; I

The ooemrresice of poljrco-tyledonB as»ng faaiiios of Dicotyledons. 
gawlUeE with nine or acre sneclm» showing nolyootarledoiBr

Ho. of polycot species Ho. of optics in
CompositAO 28 11,000
Loguminoea» 21 7,000
Broteaoew 20 1,000
Crucifera© IB 1,600
IWbelliferae 13 1,500
Garyophyllaceac 12 1#350
Eanmctàacoa® 12 680
Rosacece 11 1#500
Scrophulariace&e 9 2,500
Soiamce&e 9 1,600

fmûMm. .with loss, than nin#_^mclm._#h€#ing.vol̂ t
No. of polyoot specie®

PrimCLaceac 8 Eesedaeeae 2
Etrtiicc&e 7 Sallcaceae 2
Clî mopodiaceae 6 SaadiVagaĉ ê 2
Euphorbiae@ac 6 StcrcuHaccaa 2
Cbagrmcoae 6 Valorianaceae 2
Accraceae 5 Verbenacaao 2
Gampeimi&ceae 5 Anqmlidaeeae 1
Fapavcraces© 5 Anaeordiacoac 1
PAgaccae 4 Aquifolioocae 1
Juglemdacaaa 4 Bcrboridaceae 1
thrtieaceac 4 Betulacimo 1
C onvolmlaceae 3 Oactaccae 1
Geranlaceae 3 Coeàaretaceae 1
Labiatae 3 Ccrmccae 1
ILatormccae 3 Bbenaceae 1
Lcrantlmeeae 3 Ericaceae 1
Mftlvaceae 3 Oesitiamceae 1
Fitt^^pcmaa 3 %dro#yllaccae 1
Fol.0moniaceae 3 Lincao 1
Folygomcea® 3 lythracea© 1
Etâ>iaccee 3 lialpigiiiaeeae 1
filiao^e 3 %rtaeeae 1
Amarantaceae 2 Papayac^e 1
Balaaminaoeac 2 Pedalimeae 1
Bcraginaceao 2 Flantaginacc®© 1
Caprifoliaceac 2 Pcrtul&oaceae 1
Orassulac^c 2 Sapindaceae 1
Dipsecoae 2 Violaceae 1
Ciacineae 2 %r^#yHaceae 1



degree® of division from a slight notch to almost complete separation 
into two members. Much lose frequent than the first two forme are the 

L, with four cotyledons and the hemitetraootvledon. The
latter has three cotyledons, one of which is split, or two cotyledons, 
both of which are split. Complete series illustrating these types 
were described by him in Acer Pseudonlatanus. Amaranthus sneciosus 
and other species. Comparison of this series with those described in 
many other genera by numérotas investigators (e.g. 13, 143, 149, 212), 
showed a striking similarity between them.

In order to more fully describe or to mcplain the morphological 
variations, several investigators also studied the vascular systems 
in normal compared wi% polycotyledonous plants. This was ômm as 
early as 1868 by Junger (101) who noted two ♦*midveins” in trlootyledoim 
instead of one as in normal ”dicotyledons” of the same species. More 
extensive work on this phase of the morphology of polycotyledons was 
done by Compton (46), Harris ©t al. (86) and Bexon and Wood (14). Ho 
reference# war© found which described abnormal vascular supplies in 
tomato cotyledons, but the norml disposition of the veins was des
cribed by Woodcock (210) in 1936, who found that two principal veins 
go to each cotyledon.

In addition to various forms of division of the cotyledon and the 
changes in the vascular supply, a third morphological feature was re
peatedly described in the literature. This was the alteration in the 
leaf placement or pkyllotaxy in polyootyledonotis plants. Among those 
citing such changes were Junger (101), Winkler (205) in 1875, Lthbock 
(121) in 1^^, and Weiss© (203) in 1921. Recently the idea of the 
wsociation of leaf placement and increased leaf area, wi^ the



possible increase in yield, has been brou^t to the for©. The report 
of Litovchenko (119) indicated that increased yields end larger leaf 
nunxbers were associated genetically with the appearance of polycoty- 
ledons. The increase was noted in the total number of soeds from tri- 
oo1yledonou8 castor bean plants (Eieiims commmis) and in the total 
weiglit of sugar and fodder beets (Beta vulisaria). In tlie latter he 
also noted an increase in the total mWber of leaves which resulted 
from altered pbyllotaagr in tricetyledanous plants. Any such increases 
would probably be valuable to beets and leaf^ vegetables such as let- 
tuoe. It would also be of importance to tomato plants in the southern 
United States, where leaf coverage is often of cariticel importance in 
protection of fruits frmm sun scald.

from the very earliest history of polycotyledony, attempts have 
been made to secure strains which would show 100$ phenotypic polycoty- 
ledoqy. Winkler (205) in 1875, after many carefully repeated attempts, 
found that he was unable to locate ary single sample of seeding in 
which all the plants manifested tliis form. Gevidalli (42) in 1900 
found polycotyledonoim races of beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) and in se
lecting for greater percentages over a period of five years observed 
the following percentages ; 5%, 20$, 30$, 60$ and 93.83$.

Probably the most comprehensive contributions to the subject of 
polycotyledony, particularly regarding selection, wore made by DeVries 
(198) in 1902 and later. He studied the subject ovm? a period of îaore 
than 10 years and îiis principal conclusions were:

1. The condition expresses itself in a continucms series f̂ om 
normal (Phenotypic) dicotyledons to plants with three or more coty
ledons. Tricots, hcmitrloots and tetracota are thus expressions of



the same condition. Hesdtrlcots are not hybrids between phenotypic 
dieot© and tricots,

2. T3we are two principal farms of polycotyledonou® races. The 
first, the Halbraase, has low percentages of abnormal seedlings, rarely 
going over 5$ in spite of long continued selection. The second, the 
Mittelr^se. has approximately as many polycot© as dicots and may, by
selection, be brought up to percentages over 90, It is not p<«ssibl© 
to tell from the appearance of any Indlvidiml seedling to which of the 
two forms it belong. To do this its progeny must be examined.

3, All expressions of polycolylodongr are found in both of the 
forms,

H© gave an example of the first form in a line of Oenothera
rubrinervis. which, after being inbred for four generations.

varied in po3ycot percentages only frcsa 0,3$ to 2,8$. On the other 
hand, examples of the second form showed results as follows*

Generation and percentages of polycotyledons
Clarkia pulchella 16 64 79
Fhacelia tanacetifolia 14 53 90
Papaver Hho^t© 20 56 7$
Helichpysim composituaa 41 51
A definite conclusion which DeVries emphasised was that it was 

futU.© to atteaspt to establish lines 1(X)$ polycotyledonous, since the 
apparmtiy normal seedlings were in reality a part of the series shew
ing the visible changes.

A final ©xaisple of the attmipt© at such ©election was given by the 
work of Muneratl and Costa (145) in 1933-34. They stated that in trial© 
lasting ovf/ïT a period of twenty years, it was impossible, in spite of 
over 1,000 plantings of beet seed, to obtain a pure race of polyootj'- 
ledonou® seedlings, They noted, however, that the character increased 
in frequency as a result of crossing one ”deviating line with another.



The above evidence was ample proof that polycotyledony could be 
iaereased through ©election, but it muat be pointed out, at the same 
time, that actual genetic situation was not brought much nearmr to 
a solution.

In spit© of the fact that the tomto has been the subject for mary 
ihherltence studies, reference to polycotyledony in tomato seedlings 
was exceedingly rare. Pensig (155) in 1894, under larconerslcum ©seu- 
lantum Mill., stated, "Herr Dr. Rostan sandte mir Keimpflanzen mit 
drei Gotyledonen." Agrelius (4) stated, "Out of 428 seeds of previous 
dicotyledonous plants of lycopersicon esculentum Mill, but 5 were tri-
cotyledonous, or just ovm̂  1 per ciaat ” Gates (76), reporting on
the later behavior of the tricotyledons mentioned by Agrellus, remarked, 
"Rrom the 106 seeds obtained from Wo tricotyledbnous seedlings of to
mato in the greenhouse at Manhattan by P. 1. White, no, or cmly very 
poor plants were obtained, not one of which was tricotjledonous.” 
MacArthur (124), in 1934, speaking of progmiies which were derived from 
X-rayed plants, stated, "One progeiy bad 25$ polycotylom seedlings, 
but this trait seems to be unfiâ ble," These refer©ncos indicated 
failure to increase the incidence of polycotyledocy through selection 
in tomatoes and gave no definite infestation on its inheritance.

Erma the preliminary observations made on tomato seedlings at 
Charleston and Arom the indications in We literature concerning in- 
hm-itance and possible yield variations associated with polycotyledony, 
it seamed probable that a careful stud(y of the material on hand mi^t 
establish more c<mcret@ relationships between #iese features.
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Seedling studies. In order to determine the range of expression
and frequency of polyeotylodony, the associated morphological features 
and the inheritance pattern, it was necessary to examine thousands of 
seedlings. Seeds of commercial tomato varieties from the United States 
and Steope, of Lyconersicon species and other foreign accessions, 
largely Arom South America, and of hybrid populations, were planted in 
sandy soil in flats and the records taken six to twelve days later. 
Grosses were made in a screened greenhouse.

Mature Plant studies. Plants derived frtm commercial seed of 
Mar globe and Rutgers, in which polycotyledons occasionally appeared, 
were used in a test of leaf and fruit number. A field planting was 
made in the fall of 1942 at Charleston, 8. C. Plants of Imamn co%̂ - 
ledon phenotype were tmed. They were set In six-foot rows, five feet 
apart in the row, six plants to a row. The rm?s were arranged in five 
randomised series, a row of Mar globe and a row of Rutgers included in 
each series. Within the rows, three normal plants alternated with three 
poly cot plants. Two other sepmrator rows were included in each series 
to aid in the randomisation but only the data from Mar globe and Rutgers 
rows were used in the analysis of the results. The entire planting was 
bordered by Rutgers plants. L^if counts were made at several intervals 
during the plant growth but only the final values, leaf numbers of 
the mature plants, were used.

To avoid complicatiwB which might cæise from disease or othmr 
causes, all fruits were picked on the same d^, were separated into 
large, medium, and small sizes, and counted. These three groups were 
referred to as early, mid-season and late, respectively. Total wei^t 
of Aruits trim each plant was recorded in grams.
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g a m  sf s£ m a x m l K W i m  is k r m a a M m .  ciassi.
floatloR of the #eedUj%# aecording to ootyledon type roveolod that 
mumy iatergrmdoa wore dlstingulohohlo. The eeven porlneipel type#,
Fig. were found to oloeely reoemhle eorreepooding types in other 
eenere.

During the detailed etudÿ of the eeedHnge, the five typee, C to 
0, fig. 1, were divided erbltrerlly Into nine cloesoe ehoen In Fig. 2, 
end were known eolleetiveiy m  or noSyoote. That m&y
more clneeeo were eotnmlly detected 1# indieatod in Fig. 3, in which 
aeverel #rmd@tlmm in the division of a hemitriootyle&on are #hmm. 
Actual representatives of several cotyledon clsssos are pictured In 
Pigs. 4 end 5.

The appeerenee of several cotyledon classes raised the question 
of the relative fpsqueney of em&h. This was dstermlnod ty analysis of 
hundreds of populations and wsy he &h&m by an awsmple ttom the com# 
piste classification of a gÿoup of populations which originated in a 
family with îidgh pereenteges of polyootyledons, TABLE II.

The results in this table Indicated that the various cotyledon 
pksmotype desses of the parent plants, listed in the first cdimm, 
were not eaoslnsivdy reproduoed in the progenies. This Is shown by 
the mmbmB in mob class in the last nine odmms. For emangle, the 
first parent plsRt with norml cotyledons, gave seedlings with #i#%t 
different pbsnotypes in addition to nmrmls* Also, the first beml^ 
tricot parent plant of class 5, produced in 100 seedlings, not only 
several of dess 5, but some in each of the other pdycot classes.
It also produced 63 seedlings phenotypleally normal.
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Figure 1. Geven prlnelpel types of tom to cotyledon .
A. Fsoudo-monocot
B. Dicot (norrml)
C. Homitricot
D. Tricot
E. Hemltetracot (two cotyledon©, bot!% cleft)
F. Memltetracot (throe cotyledons, one cleft)
G. Tetraeot
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Figure 2. Normal ootyledon (H) end nine classes of Folyeoty- 
ledony used in classification of t<m&to seedlings (1 to 6, only the 
ahsonsal cotyle^km shosn; 7 to 9, all cotyledons) *
Slasfi1. Veins separate near apex of cotyledon blade,
2. Veins separate near center of blade.
3. Veins separate at or near base of blade, apex slightly notched or 
not notched.
4. Notched 1 /4  distance from apex to base of blade.
5. Cleft to center of blade.
6. Cleft to base of blade or into petiole.
7. Three separate cotyledons, arising from distinct points on the a*is
8. (Two types classed together). Three cotyledons, one of which is 
divided; or two cotyledons, botji of idiich are divided.
9. Four entire cotyle^ms, arising separately fnm axis.
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fi0 xpe 3. The haedtrioolyladim in tomatoes. Eleven of the 
gradations between dioot end trieot phenotype.
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Figure 5. Five potted tomato plants. Left, a tricot and two 
hemitricots; right, two hemitricots.
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TABLE II
G osïplete c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  1 ,9 3 4  f i f t h  g e n e ra t io n  s e e d l in g s  from 15

fo u r th  g e n e r a t io n  p la n ts  o f  lma>m c o ty le d o n  p h en otyp e . B o.2 4 4 -2 -7 -3 4 ,

parent ' Total Total' " Total -1,, 'iÿ:dÿwt'̂ 's
cotyledon eeed- nor- poly- poly- In each of nl%» nWnotyw

>;*• linKS ml sssSa ..safe.... Ï...,A . ,„, .3  i,A L,,.5_..&
Normal 144 122 32 22.2 1 3 6 12 2 2 4 2
Normal 96 35 61 63.5 4 9 26 4 6 4 a
Normal 187 91 96 51.3 2 20 5 17 12 11 19 9 1
Nemltrl-
cots2 179 88 91 50.8 3 13 12 32 7 6 17 1
3 85 41 44 51.8 5 5 4 7 5 2 10 6
4 122 43 69 61,6 3 7 5 20 6 7 13 8
4 56 29 27 48.2 1 4 4 7 a 4 4 1
4 66 14 52 78*8 2 3 4 16 10 6 7 4
4 120 40 80 66.7 2 a 5 21 13 10 8 11 2
5 100 63 37 37.0 1 5 4 5 5 5 9 2 1
5 159 16 143 89.9 1 4 10 32 16 15 38 25 2

Tricots6 59 41 18 30.5 2 2 4 7 1 1 1
7 179 32 147 82.1 2 12 7 45 11 7 26 37
7 112 15 97 86.6 1 3 15 6 14 27 31

Hemltet-
racote 280 15 265 94.6 11 7 2 51 33 29 66 65 1

TOTALS 1,934 675 1,259 36 98 84 313 133 1 ^  253 211 
377

7

^ Low nuasbere, minor cotyledon dlvlsicm, hl^Kar numbers deep 
splitting* For details, see Fig, 2.
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It wm  also evident from the totals at the bottom of the columns 
at the right, that the trlcotyledon, (classes 6 and 7) represented by 
377 seedlings, and the sli^tly cleft hemltrleotyledon (class 4) rep
resented by 313 seedlings, were the types most frequently found. The 
tetracotyledon (class 9) was only rarely found.

It should be noted that polycots occurred in aH fifteen of the 
progenies listed. The fifteen were taken at random from thirty or 
more plants of the parent population. This feature was typical of 
such populations. In that every plant invariably produced polycots and 
that the percentages produced always showed differences. Any line of 
this nature was designated a "polycot producing line."

In the examination of the cotyledons In the present stu%, in 
which over 1CX),000 seedlings wore classified, no seedling was observed 
with more than four cotyledons and in those with four, each cotyledon 
was entire. Apparently, tetracotyledons are the extreme type of poly- 
ootyledomy in Lvcoporsicon.

At the other end of the range of cotyledon types were found ex
tremely rare seedlings with apparently only one cotyledon. Fig. 1, A. 
These were, in each case, clearly formed of the whole component of two 
normal cotyledons. Seed from one pseudo-Esanocoiyledon, which had ap
peared along with 79 nonml seedlings frm* the same source, revealed 
neither peeudo-monocotyledons nor polycotyledons in 268 seedlings.
For this reason, this form was not included as a part of the expression 
of polyooty ledony.
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VmmMom gf cotyledom . A of venation of normal coty-
ledons and those with various phases of polycoiyledony revealed som* 
differences. In the latter there was often a marked divergence of the 
main veins in the colyledon blade and often in the petiole, Fig, 6,
This figure also showed that there were four principal veins, two in 
each cotyledon. That four was the normal number was indicated by the 
fact that in a normal seedling there were also two pairs of veins,
Fig. 7. In seedlings with more than two coiyledcm®, there was a change 
in the disposition of the four veiim. For eocaŝ le, in a tricotylWon, 
with three cotyledons arising separately from the axis, one had two 
veins and the other two had one vein supplied to each. Fig. 7, Thus 
the total supply was again four principal veins, regardless of the 
number and form of the cotyledons. This was found to be true in all 
seedlings examined.
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Figure 6. Tomato cotyledon venation. Two cotyledons of a heid* 
tricot, each with two principal veins visible in the petiole. Uote 
divergence of veins in the xxppor cotyledon compared to that of the 
normal or entire cotyledon.
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'V,,

PlgiiTG 7, Tomato cotyledon venation, Upper, three cotyledons 
from a phenotypic tricot, t@ro veins In m^bor at right, one in each 
of members at left. (Mote ©specially at and near base of petiole) 
Lower, two eot̂ riedons from a phenotypic dieot, two principal veins 
in each cotyledon.
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The occiarrence of poIyco tvledom" in Ly copers icon. In the coty
ledon classification of tomato seedlings, 497 different varieties and 
foreign accessions were examined. In 109 of these, polycots were ob
served, nsimlly in samples of only one or two hundred seedlings,
TABLE III. A total of 17,299 seedlings included, and of these,
290 or approximately 1.7% were poly cote. Prom the 388 additional lines, 
none were found in 24,776 seedlings. Many of these lines were repre
sented by only two or three dozm seedlings and it is probable that 
several of them would have shown the abnormal seedling forms if more 
had been observed. In all these observations, there were no pure lines 
of polycotyledons.

Among the 109 lines showing polycotyledopy were species of Ivco- 
•persicon otïier than |j. esculentum. Some of these have been designated 
in TABLE III, following the V. B. L. numbers 7 and 8, 533 , 541, 545,
550 and 764. The ncmenclature follows that of Muller ( 140). In addi
tion to the above species, the Cherry variety and Pear form of L. 
esculentum contained occasional poly cots. Mo polycots were observed 
in approximately 100 seedlings of |i. hirsutum H. & B., but some were 
seen in hybrids involving it, as in V. B. L. No. 591. The appearance 
of the poly cots in the various species cited was similar in all res
pects to that observed in esculentum. The wide geographic range of 
seed sources and the large number of varieties included in the list 
gave ample proof of the prevalence of poly cotyledons in the genus.
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TABLE H I
Seedling classification of 109 tomato lines in which Polycotyledons

were observed

V.B.L.
Mumberl Idsmtification

Seed^ Poly
jcote

5-^1 Marglobe, #3350 S-2-1-1-6, S, Porte
____ ____ _

112 1
6 Targinnie Red, Arthur Tates Co.,  Sydney, Australia 76 1
6-02 Selection f rom Targimie Red 757 156-02-2 ft H « a 157 1
6-02-3 « n a n 138 1
6-02-5 H « ft « 56 1
6-02-8 « « B tf 97 1
6-0 3 -1 n « It ft 54 1
6-03-2 11 M B # 62 3
6—06—3 « It a If 109 1
6-OS-l a « H ft 105 1
6—09—1 51 tt 11 n 85 1
6-010 n « n It 31 1
6 -6 « If tt » 133 1
6-7 a ft tt » 166 17 & a Selections from P.I.^ #79532, Peru 

1. Dlmninelllfoliim (Jusl.) Mill.
748 10

9^1 Selection from Mar globe, #3311-^ -3-3 , W. S. Porte 1439 18
10 Commercial Mar globe; W, S. Porte 438 16
21 Burwood Prize, New South Wales 285 3
24 Cameron Canada, Nova Scotia 245 3
31 Danish ïbeport, Denmark 215 1
45 Bobbie’s Champion, Scotland 244 1
51 Export, France 67 1
56 Piaschello, France 626 168 Amarillo, Argentina 138 1
73 N.C.D.(Blde’s), England 90 1
78 Magmm Bonum, Gmrmany 129 1
87 Table Leader, Netherlands 37 7
99 SemperlAructlfera, Italy 169 1
111 Resists, Germany 433 5
123 Phenomen, Italy 38 1
144 P. I. #92,855, China 18 1
192 Pritchard, Associated Seed Growers 237 6
199 Indiana tWrglobe, « « « 56 1
200 Rutgers, « « « 204 8
202 Norduke, W. S. Porte, U.S.D.A. 121 2
204 Comet, W . S . Porte, ” 36 1
205 Stirling Castle, W. S. Porte, Ü.S.D.â. S3 1
207 King George, Sigland 171 2
217 Marvel, 1. S. Porte, ÏÏ.S.B.A. 220 1
218 Penn State, W. S, Porte, ** 50 1
222 Gulf State Market, W. S, Porte, U.S.D.A. 157 2
224 Pillbasket, W, S. Porte, " 35 2
226 Marglob© % Chinaman 206 2
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TABLE XXÎ (ocaatlmied)
Seedling eXasslficatlon of 109 tomato lines in which Poîyco^ledoiss

wm^e observed

V.B.L.
Nimber^

Seed- Poly* 
M n m  _ oot#_

228 #irglobe. Strain 6, Stokes 332 5230 Dixie, Louisiana Agr. Experiiî t Station 139 2
231 Louisiana Gulf State #20-5» La. Agr. Exp. Sta. 343 2
2 % Montgomery, K. C. Barrens 296 2
239e Barlifism, Associated Seed Growers 189 1
241a VeOLlant, Stakes 120 1
242 Stokesdale, Stokes 151 1
243 Beamy Best, Ballsy Seed Co, 1362 14
257 P. I. #118,686, Bramll 18 1
262 P, I. #126,4 0 9, Peru 42 1
277 P. I. #126,910, Peru 42 1
316 P. I. #128,276, Argentina 42 2
318 P. I. #128,278, * 42 2
355 P. I. #128,285, " 16 1
533 P. 1. #126.945. Peru, L. neruviaimm var. 

d®itatuis Dun.
12 1

541 P. I. #128,649. Chile. L. poruvianum (L.) Mill. 150 1
544 P. I. #128.652. ** . L. perwisnum var. ûmlmtjm 42 1
545 P. Ï. #128,653. ” . L. 232 9
550 P. I. #326.443. Peru. L. mlandulosum C. H. Mull. 375 1
570 Everbearing, J. A. Boggs, LaGrange, Kentucky 207 2
572 ?2 Rpukmoudsr x Mar globe 117 1
591 Bons3f Beat % (Bomur Beat x Lvcouwaicon hlrsutum)

W. 8. Porte, Ü.S.D.A.
28 1

604 P.I. #115,871, U.S.S.R. 38 3618 B. 8. 78 (c20) W. S. Forte selection from 
P. I. #79532 % Mar globe

88 4
619 U. S. W  (45) 39 2
620 B.S. (a6) « 96 7
622 9. 8 , (cl) * 145 1
623 U. S. (a20) " 83 2
624 9. S. 23R (tacO * 113 11
625 9. 8 . 23e (slj " 129 11
653 P. I. #129,022, Ecuador 45 1
753 P. I. #129,131, Panama 42 1
755 P. I. #1 2 9,1 3 3, Argentina 57 1
758 P. I. #1 2 9,136, " 42 1
764 P. I. #129.143. Peru. L. oimuinellifolius 116 1
768 P. I. #129,689, Argentina 82 1
793 P. I. #117,226, Turkey 27 1
813 P. I. #118,788, Venezuela 26 1
820 P. I. #119,776, Argentina 21 1
887 Summerset, Strain B-1-5-*!, Leslie E. Hawthorn, Texas 225 1
888 John Baer, M. G. Strong, Michigan 284 1
889 Pan America, W. 8 . Porto, U.S.D.A. 155 6
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TABLE III (eontimied)
Seedllmg olasslfloatlon of 109 tomato linos in which Polyeotylsdons

were observed

V.B.L. Seed* Poly*
..,........ ..-... -... Ideqtlflemi^Wm... ...., ... .-....Unea....COM..

890 Eaaar, M, Shaponmlov, Logan, Dtah 121 1
974 Bar bio, Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta. 113 1
975 CBLbbelle, Ohio Agr. Sta. 189 1
977 Rouge Maine Hative, J. K. MaoArthur 23 1
980 ESaazy, Associated Seed Growers 144 3982 P. I. #117,900, Braall 77 1
983 P. I. #118,325, « 35 2
988 P. 1. #124,235* India 111 1
1025 P. I. #138,625» Turkey 37 1
1029 Ponderoaa, Kilgore Seed Co. 138 2
1030 (hiban Harglobe, ** ” * 112 1
1046 Bounty, Rorth Dakota Agr. îxp. Sta. 144 3
1114 9. S. 40BBP 35, W. 8. Porte, U.8.DJI. 55 41116 9. S. 41?.A. 40-1, " " 45 1
1117 9. S. 41?Jl. 38-1, * M 96 2
1118 9. S. 41?Jl. 36-1, " " 70 1
1119 9. S. 41?Jl. 41-H, " 96 31120 9. S. 40M* 2, « " 80 a
1122 9. S. 4CRfP 4, " " 76 51123 9. S. 4C8P 16, " " 33 1
1124 9. S. 409? 17, " 58 3
1125 9. 8. 409? 41,  ̂ " 67 1
1127 9. S. 409? 63, " " 84 51128 9. S. 409? 87, " 72 1

Aeeeeaion xember et the 9. S. Régional Vegetable Breeding Labe* 
ratory, Charleatcm, South Caroline.

^ P. I. refera to the Division of Plant Exploration and Introdue* 
^on, 9. B. Department of Agriculture.
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Leaf placemept and npmbor in nolycotyledoi^. Comparisons of the 
leaf placement in normal and polyeot ĵ Lants revealed that abnormmli- 
tie# occurred more frequently in the latter. These were most apparent 
in yomg plants, and fell into the following groupes

1. Two leaves at the first, second or third node, instead of one 
as in most normal plants. Fig. 8.

2. First or second leaf apparently double or cleft along the aid* 
rib of the blade, or into the petiole.

3. Opposite leaves at two successive nodes, the first and second 
cr the second and third.

4. Four leaves at the first node, usually accompanied by two 
growing points.

These changes in placement frequently increased the total number 
of leaves in plants from two to five weeks old, compared to the number 
in normal plants of the same age. An indication of this situation is 
given in Fig, 9, in which a tricot is sema to have its first leaves 
with closer placement than that of a norml plant.

In a preliminary trial in 1941 leaf counts were made of selected 
plants of the variety Rutgers at an age of 5 weeks. These were grown 
in a field plot in 5 randomised series. The counts revealed the fol
lowing values s

Mean leaf Standard 
n W b a r..

15 tricot© 16.06 * 0.42
59 dicots 12.30 1 0.21

Difference of means and its Standard
Error 3.76 1 0,92

The difference of 3.76 leaves was significant.
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IK
Figure 8. leaf placement. Tetracot plant showing two leaves at 

ïoond leaf-node end branching of main axis. Dote four cot^rlodons.
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%

Figure 9. Leaf placement. Right, dicot with first two leaves 
(both cut off - at right and left of plant) appearing at intervals 
of 180®. Left, tricot with first three leaves at intervals of 120®,
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To test the leaf number at maturity, a second experiment was r%m 
in 1942 and involved Mar globe and Rutgers plants. The total number of 
leaves for each plant, at the time of peak fruit production, were re
corded for the two varieties. The values obtained are given in TABLE 
IV.

The variance analysis of the data revealed that the effects of 
series and cotyledon class were not significant, norml and poly cot 
plants having essentially the same number of leaves. The mean number 
of leaves for normal plants was 92.3, for poly cot plants, 88.65 the 
difference of 3.7 leaves was considerably below the value 8.5 required 
for significance at Me 5# point. It is apparent that the mmber of 
leaves in mature plants is not associated with the cotyledon class of 
the seedlings. Variety differences were significant, since Mar globe, 
with a mean leaf number of 94.9 exceeded Rutgers with 83.6 by a sig
nificant margin of 11.3 leaves.
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TABLE I?
Total number of leaves in normal and poly cot plants of &Mr globe and 

Rntgere. Charleston, S. C., Fall, 1942.

I@pi@ty 01## I II III IV V
Rutgers Normal 92 88 103 91 103

69 83 73 95 93
97 (78)^ 111 105 61

Rutgers Polycot 85 87 77 (64) 75
@4 65 no 65 77
78 87 86 117 79

Marglobe Nonml 130 126 89 91 79
67 112 87 79 73
128 107 100 (85) 74

Marglobe Po3ycot 92 67 114 103 85
129 112 91 79 79
H I 92 107 88 72

Totals

1,342

1723g

1,427

1,421

%UBbers in parwtheses calculated, 1 degree of freedom rwxoved 
for each.

gotircp D.F. Sum Sas.
Variety
Class
Series
Error
Total

11
450
56

1,215.00
209.06

2,417.73
14,162.9418,004.73

Mean So#. St. Dev.
1,215.00209.06
604.43283.26 16.83

F Val. F Vais. required 
for slgmlficance 

4.289 4 .0 3 at 5#
7.17 at 1^

Other F values not sig
nificant.
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nwâ>m- gl fruits croducsd bz polycotylefloas s M  normal Planta.
The numbers of fruits picked from the Mer glebe and Rutgers plants In 
the field trial are given in TABLE V. The following were considered 
in the analysis of variance?

2 varieties Interactions-
2 glasses (normal vs. polyeot) g % % g x g x %
5 gories g % g
3 gat^ of picking g x y
Only varieties, glass x gat© and gate % varieties showed signifi

cant differences. Variance analysis data Arom these sources, omitting 
non-significant sources, follows:

Sl^if, F Vai s ,
Source D#F. Sum Sqs, Mean Sqs. St .Dot . F Vais. 555 1̂
varieties 1 112.02 112.02 4.693 3.91 6.81
claas % date 2 405.88 202,94 8.502 3.06 4.75
date % varieties 2 211.54 105.77 4.431 3.06 4.75
wror 155 3700.61 23.87 4.885
total 170 4643.98

The variance due to cotyledon class was non-significant and indi
cated that the total number of fruits produced by normal plants did 
not differ significantly from that produced by polycots. On the other 
hand, the P value, 8.502, for class % date, indicated that plants from 
these two main seedling classes produced different proportions of their 
total fruit number at different times.
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TABLE V
Number of fruits picked at three dates in normal and polyoot plants of 

itoglobe and Rutgers, Charleston, S. C., Pall 1942
__________mc^ohe_________  Rutgers_____

Hoiml Poly cot Normal Polycot
Early Mid Late Early Mid Late Early Mid Late Early Mid Late
14 14 3 14 5 4 18 6 2 18 5 2

I 5 7 4 12 14 9 10 6 0 22 4 1
16 16 12 7 5 18 10 9 3 6 3 3

7 16 16 5 7 13 16 6 4 4 6 12
II 11 14 23 7 6 21 29 8 4 3 3 4

14 16 9 9 6 22 (15 10 4)1 10 2 9

1 5 6 4 15 23 6 10 12 4 4 14
III 9 7 6 8 9 16 4 5 9 3 14 13

15 16 7 4 8 15 3 10 10 6 a 15

15 6 a 12 8 5 14 9 5 (9 5 6
IV 5 a 17 3 4 16 13 5 3 10 7 8

(14 9 6) 14 10 10 14 16 4 15 12 4

17 a 4 10 8 4 13 5 7 10 7 13
V 11 12 4 11 7 18 13 11 9 11 7 12

_ Z 7 6 JLS 7 10
161 161 131 130 119 198 189 123 81 141 94 130

"̂Numbers in parentheses calculated, 1 degree of freedom removed 
for each.
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These relationships are indicated in the following values?
Totals, both varieties;

Number of fruits from Differenceŝ
30 plants

Early Mid Late Early-IHd, Ifid-Î ate Early-La to
normal 350 284 212 72 138
Polycot m 58 -115 -57Diff. 79 71 -116
Totals, each varie tv Î

te^obe
Normal 161 161 131 0 30 30
Polycot m m 11 -79 -68
Diff. 31 42 -67

Normal 189 123 81 66 42 108
Polycot m .36 47 36 11
Diff. 48 29 -49

In some of the comparisons above, significant differences were 
present between normal and poly cot plants. In the totals, the early 
picking contained a significantly higher mmbor of fruits frcm normal 
plants than from polycots and in the late picking, the revorse was true. 
In Mar globe, normal plant© showed a relatively uniform production in 
the three pickings but the polycot plants produced a significantly 
hl^er numbmr of fruits in the late picking than in the early or mid- 
sea© <m picking. In Rutgers, the pol̂ cot plants were relatively uniform 
but the normal plant© produced a significantly higher number of fruits 
in the early picking than in the late picking. The principal observa
tion was that jx̂ lycot plant© did not produce as high a proportion of 
their crop in the early picking as did normal plants from the same source.

In the totals of both varieties, a difference of 74.7 fruits was 
required for significance and in the totals of each variety, 52.S at 
the 5f level.
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Total fruit weight was recorded for the plants of the Marglobe 
end Eutgera experiment but no slgnifleant differences were found, other 
than those brou^t out by total fruit number. That is, individual 
fruit weights were essentially the same in comparable groups.

Increase in uolycotyledonF by selection. A. Seledtion in hybrids. 
Since the original observations of polycotyledony in the present stu^F 
involved 4-th generation plants, attempts were made to further increase 
the percentages of polycots by selection in the fifth and later gene
rations . Most of the selection data with lybrids has been obtained 
from a hybrid, No. 244, involving the Red Currant tomato and the va
riety Mar globe. The cross was made at the U. 8. Vegetable Breeding 
Laboratory primarily for disease resistance studies and the progenies 
selected for this purpose were examined as well as those set aside for 
poly cotyledon analysis.

Several groupe of seedlings, involving 2nd to 6th generation 
plant© originating from single plants, were classified by cotĵ l̂edon 
phenotypes. The results of the classification of © typical group are 
given in TABLE VI. In this table it is apparent that the later genera
tions showed a marked Incrwise in percentages of poly cotyledons in 
individual progenies. Selecting one line for illustration, Ho. 
244-2-7-34-10-2 which is a sixth generation plant, it is found that 
the percentages (underlined) changed in the foHcwing series; 1.0, 5.9, 
39.0, 94.6 and 42.8 The next to the last percentage, representing 
a line with 265 jx̂ lycotji'-ledons out of 280 seedlings selected at random, 
was the hipest percentage observed in this study. It should be noted 
that the percentage did not go b^ond 94.^ but dropped back to percen
tages approximating 50$.
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Se€)dling analysis of V.B.L. No. 244-2 and descendants
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V.B.L.
Number^

Seed- Poly- 
linga cots $Polv

V.B.L.
Number

Seed- Poly- 
lin^_ cotB. $Polz

Second Rener&tlKm244-2 400 4 1,0 244—2—6—A—15 23 15 6 5 .2
Third generation -16 20 10 5 0 .0
244—2—1 136 0 0.0 -20 32 7 21.9
244—2—5 210 0 0.0 -21 62 21 33.9244—2—2 160 4 2.5 244—2—7—2—3 87 0 0.0
244—2—3 390 2 0.5 -7 101 7 6.9
244—2—4 229 1 0.4 -6 149 22 1 4 .8244**̂ —6 174 15 8.6 -4 224 39 17.4
244-2 -7 541 32 -5 210 40 19.0

-1 200 46 2 3 .0
244—2—1—4 116 5 4 .3 —2 235 145 61.7244—2—2—2 60 2 3 .3 244.2.7.3A-B 106 31 2 9 .2
244-2 -6 (5 F& liAe#)576 0 0 .0 244 —2—7—3A—8 442 132 29.9244—2—6*̂ 130 3 2 .3 -15 58 19 3 2 .8
244—2—6—4 117 3 2 .6 -13 180 81 45.0
244 —2—6—5 117 2 1 .7 -17 170 91 53.5244—2—6—A. 401 168 4 1 .8 -9 89 49 55.0
244-2—7—5 282 0 0 .0 —14 83 48 5 7 .8244m̂ ..7_(4 p, linea)1233 28 2 .3 -16 37 23 62.2244^-7-1 352 78 2 2 .1 -11 39 26 66.7
244.2.7 .2 470 70 1 4 .9 -12 129 78 60.5
244-2-7-3i 464 181 )9.0 -10 280 265 9 4 .6244-2-7-3B 182 91 5 0 .0 244-2-7-3B
Fifth (15 Une©) 1100 540 49.1244—2—6—6—(5 Ffi 186 0 0.0 Sixth generation
lines) 244-^-7-3A-8-«A 30 6 20.0

244-2.̂ 6-4-(2 Pc 78 2 2.6 -5B 28 9 3 2 .1
line©) -90 318 119 37.4244-2-6-4-(2 ?c 78 3 3.8 -5A 142 65 45.8lines) -4 34 17 5 0 .0

244—2—6—5—(3 99 0 0.0 33 21 63.6
lines) -10 88 62 70.5244—2—6—A —3 37 2 5.4 -RG 112 89 79.5244—2—6—Ak—6 10 4 40.0 244-2-7-3A-1D-4 20 8 4 0 .0

244—2—6—A. —7 30 4 13.3 -1 27 11 4 0 .7
244—2—6—A—11 12 5 4 1 .7 -2 140 60 ^.8
244—2—6—A —13 12 9 75.0 -5 32 21 65.6

-3 18 12 66.7

Accession number at the U. S. Regional Vegetable Breeding Labe- 
ratoKpy, Cherleoton, S. C.
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In this same series there was exhibited the typical behavior of 
the polycot producing line described in an earlier section. This is 
No. 244-2-7-34 shewn In the fourth generation grotç», TABLE VI. It 
produced 39 polyoots in each 100 seedlings, but all the 100 seedlings, 
including the 61 phenotyploally normal, themselves produced more poly- 
cots. Wcsr example, 25 fifth gmicratlon plants from No, 244-2-7-3A, 
taken at random, all showed polycot production. Eleven of these are 
included is TABLE VI, nuWbcrs 244-2-7-3A-B through 244-2-7-3A-10 and 
the other 14 are in TABLE II. (The 15th plant in TABLE II is the seme 
as the 94.6$ line in TABLE VI). In addition, all the progenies in the 
sixth gmeration produced poly cots, and as shown previously, seedlings 
with normal phenotypes produced polycots as abundantly as those with 
abnormal phenotypes.

A summary of the selection data from three separate first genera
tion plants Is given in TABLE VII. The percentages given in the last 
column confirmed the observations that increases could accompany se
lection in hybrid material.

The positive results obtained above were not realised in all se
lection from cross No. 244. Five othmr second gemeratiom populations 
and available 3rd and 4th generation families were classified by coty
ledon phenotypes and in tkeco only very low percentages were observed. 
A. summary of these follows:

Number of Number of Number of %families Generation seedlings polycots polycc
5 second 815 2 0.2

35 third 3 #139 13 0.417 fourth 1,424 34 1.0
The low percentage were in sharp contrast to those of approxi

mately 30$ to 90$ in the oth^ smries described. It was evid®it that
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TABLE VII
Data from three sister ?2 populations and their descmadants, showing

increase in percentages of Polycots

Generation No. of 
Drô enies

No. of
seedling©
#%amln#d

Polycots %PolZGOts
1 400 4 1.0
7 1840 54 2.9
20 4500 631 18.0

^5 68 6252 2758 44*1
^6 13 1020 9X) 49.0

Pa 1 470 2 0.4

3̂ 3 859 12 1.4

'4 3 685 86 12.6

*•5 29 2097 542 25.8

Pa 1 210 0 0.0

3̂ 3 644 62 9.6
9 869 232 26.7
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both positive and negative results ©otild be obtained In attempts to in
crease greatly the percentages of polycoiyledons in hybrids.

B, Selection in varieties and species. It has been noted by 
other investi^tors that selection within commercial varieties of to
matoes produced negative results with regard to increasing poly cot pro
duction . In the present study attempts at increasing polycot produc
tion percentages were made with certain varieties as well as selected 
lines and species of Lvcopersicon. these plants, seedlings with
normal and polyeot phenotypes were selected, grown to maturity and 
cotyledon classifications made of their progenia. The results of 
the classification are given in TABLE VIII.

In the varietiee Pritchard and Rutgers, increases in percentages 
were observed. In Rutgers, it should be noted that polycots appeared 
in the progeny of a parent plant with phono typically normal cotyledons.

In Benny Best and Bounty, polycots appeared In some of the pro
genies and were not observed in others. The percentages produced, how
ever, were low. Even in the second generation fnm the original Bounty 
plant, a tricot (class 7) produced only 1 tricot in 150 seedlings.

Number 625, which showed very marked increases in polycot percen
tage, is a line from an advmiced gmieration hybrid selected at the 
U.S.D.A, Bureau of Plant Industry Station at Belts ville, Maryland. The 
hybrid originated from a cross involving a Red Currant tomato, P. I.
No. 79,532, the same used at Charleston in producing hybrid No. 244.

In botli èf the lin^ of Lvconwsicon neruvienum included in 
TABLE VIII, polycolyledons appeared in the progenies examinM. In this 
species, as well as in L. esculentim. differcmces in the results of se- 
lectlcm were apparent.
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TABLE V m
Selection mcpaelmente involving polycotyle&â y in cwrmereiml toB&to va* rieties, Sheeted lln#8 and lyopnerniAon ueinapiaBmm.

.n-̂-r -, -T-rn,, T-r r,i, -■-tTr- ,TT- ' ' Tot@Ï'
V.B»L. enedling aeed- Poly- polŷ

192 Pritchard Original planting — - 237 6 2,5Hrst derived generation 7 177 23 13.0
200 Rutger# Original planting 204 8 3.9

First darivad generation m 97 1 1.0
4 130 10 7.7
7 146 2 1*47 914 1 1.0

1046 Bounty Original planting 144 3 2.1
First derived generation N 152 3 2.0

5 299 7 2.37 150 1 0.7
Second derived generation N 40 1 2.57 150 1 0.7

7 100 0 0.0
243 Bomy Beat Original planting m 1362 14 1.0

first derived generation 9 136 0 0.0
9 202 1 0.5

625 U. 5. 23N-3-1 (hrWnal planting 129 11 8.5
First derived generation N 44 3 6.8

M 31 11 35.5
N 52 :K) 38.5
M 135 53 39.2
7 16 14 87.5

545 lycoDcraimm txamzvifinm
Original planting 232 9 3.9

First dmrived generation H 243 8 3.3
5 587 13 2.2
7 531 29 5.5

6%&  ̂ Original planting 66 4 6.1
Firat derived generation 5 136 40 29.4

%  equala normal O0tyle&ma$ mWb#r A and 5, hamltrinotyledona ; 
mm&er 7, trlootyla&ma; and. 9, tetraüotyledon.
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The above data show that selection for increased percentage© of 
polycotyledons could bring both positive and negative results.

Inherltaiwe wi-Ui PolYOPtsrlodoay ■ From the original ob-
serrations of the polyeolyledom, their irregularity of appearance, and 
from üie results of selection within hybrid material, it seemed prob
able that the inheritance was not due to a single factor pair as are 
most of the recorded characters in tomatoes. The failure of each coty
ledon phenotype to reproduce itself when selfed also suggested some 
complicating factors. However, to test the aseimption that a simple 
explanation of the inheritance was not in effect, several crosses were 
mad© which incl-t̂ ed plants of known and different phenotypes. Th^e 
crosses between plants from one high polyeot line and the first gene
ration phenotypes follow:

Parents
Msis normal heaitricot tricot tetracot

tetracot X tricot X X X X
normal X tricot X X X
tricot X normal X X X X
hemitricot X tricot X X X X
tricot X tricot X X X X

In the above results there were no indications that one phenotype
was dominant over another end It was evident that phenotype segrega
tion alone should not be used in estimating genetic ratios,

à second approach to the genetic situation involved consideration 
of production of nolvoots as an inherited, character. In the selection 
studies and in the classification of varieties, there were observed 
three principal types of behavior in this respect. The three types 
were: First, normal lines or non-nroducing lines. In such lines no
polycots appeared dwlng any seeding or in any generation. Second,
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low nolvcot-nroducina; lines. In these, each plant produced polycots 
but only in relatively low percentages. Third, hi^h polvcot-nroducin^ 
lines. In these lines, every plant produced polycots in hig^ but 
variable percentages.

Using appropriate combinations of parent lines from these three 
types, 16 crosses were made. Since the greatest contrast was shown 
by types one and three, crosses between the taro were selected for 
critical analysis. The actual seedling clasaifleatlon observed in 
two of these crosses and the number of plants which were non-producing 
and producing are given in TABLE H.

In the seedling phenotype classification, no poly cots appeared in 
13 first generation plants from the first cross and on© out of a total 
of 87 from its reciprocal. Althou^ practically all the first genera
tion plants of the second cross (N x A) were normal in appearance, 
they all poeseaeed factors for production of polycots since, of the 19 
taken at random and grown to maturity, all produced polycots among the 
1*2 seedlings. This confirmed the validity of the caross.

Cross N X A was carried to the second and third generatione. The 
polyeot percentages fr*m all seedlings of each generation showed an in- 
crease from 1,1 to 5,6$. In the second generation, the actual ratio 
of normal to polycot seedlings was 5,248 : 228 but as shown above, 
this could not be used in determining the nuüdjer of factors involved. 
Instead, a random asÊ le of plants from the ?2 had to be grown eaid the 
polyeot production of each plant determined. From 175 second genera
tion plants, seedling classifications were made and in 171 of these, 
polycolyledons were |u*esant.
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TABLE IK
Seedling eleesifieaticm and po3yeot production data in a crĉ a, nqc#l 

(parent A) x nolTCOt (parent N) prefacing lines.

liante Seedling pbeno- 
troe claasllicatim

îltanîbér of planta 
.whWi rradmeedf..

A a^Lfed

normal

165

polyeot

0

$p62ycot

0 .0

caHy
ncrmala

from 
permit A 6

seme
polycots

0

N aelfed 25 22 4 6 .8 permit H 0 9

praam#©

A % R 33 0 0 .0

R % A 86 1 1 .1 Fl(B % A) 0 19

n P2 5#248 228 4.2 F2(HxA) U 171

» % 26,872 1,591 5.6
j from 175 
Pg pOaats)
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Inspection of the ratio 171:4 indicated that It did not fit a 
Mendelian 3:1 ratio ()(̂ = 46.95) but that it lay between a 15*1 and a
63:1 ratio. The values for these two ratios are?

Ratio Values of significant differences
5$ 1$15*1 4.04 3.84 8 .6 3

63*1 0 .2 2 3.84 8 .6 3

The extremely low for the 63:1 ratio suggested that it might
be the true one in this case. It would apply if there were three pairs 
of independent factors ( triplicate factor pairs) all affecting poly- 
cot production. However, before accepting this interpretation the 
phenotype classification of the 175 F3 families was examined. This 
information la given in Fig. 10, in which the parental phenotypes, F%,
?2 F3 population© or families are shown.

It is shown in this figure that parent A produced no polycots and 
that none of its progeny produced any. Parent K produced approximately 
47 polyeot© in each 100 seedlings and all of its progeny showed simi
lar production. The F^ approached the percentage of the lower parent 
and the Fg shewed a range from 1 to 6$. In the F3 families, however, 
the complete range of both parents was recovered, in fact, two fami
lies mccecded parent K In the percentage of polycots present. The 
mean of the F3 percentages was 6,79 and the standard deviation 8.159.

A striking feature of the F^ histogram was the strongly skewed 
distribution (s = +1.02) . This feature resembled distributi<Hi® obtained 
by other investigators dealing with size or wei^t inheritance and sug
gested that inheritance pattern of poly cot production might be similar. 
Since such inheritance has involred geometric processes and the loga
rithmic values of the original data have been plotted, the latter
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proeedis*© was applied to tho data at haiid. Such treatment should cause 
the curve to assume a more normal shape. The curve obtained is given 
in r%. 1 1.

In this figure the expected shift in the bulk of the curve toward 
the normal distribution was obtained. As shown in Pig. 10, the hipest 
frequency was in the lowest polycot perc^tage group, but a second 
mode appeared. In the histogram based on actual polycot production 
numbers, there was a suggestion of a second mode at approximately 8 to 
10 polycots in 100 seedlings, but this was f̂iîphasised in plotting the 
logarithmic values. The first mode was due to the large number of fami
lies in which there appeared only one polyeot in 100 to 300 seedlings. 
The approximate modal value within this group was 0.8$, that of the 
second mode 10.0$. Ho certain explanation for the appearance of two 
modes was evident f̂ om the data obtained but it suggested that genes 
affecting polyeot production differed in their individual effectiveness.

The data from the crosses above suggested multiple factor inheri
tance. As a further test of this, a comparison was made of the F% and 
parental means of some of the remaining crosses. This comparison is 
shown in TABLE Z.

In the first two groups of crosses, involving parents with greatly 
different polyeot production, the Fx polycot percentages (third column 
of numbers) closely approximated the percentages of the low or normal 
parents. In addition, the values were much closer to the geometric 
means than to the arithmetic means. The poroentages were in each 
case higher than their respective percimtages. In group two, crosses 
F X L end L x H were carried past the second generation and the in
creases in the mean percentages from the first to the third generations 
were evident.
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TABl̂ E X

Classification of parental lines and crosses involving polycotyledony.

Type l._ Normal Type III. High
Parent Seedling Parent Seedling Parent Seedling
symbol phenotype symbol phenotype symbol.-ihmotTDS. _

Norm Poly % poly Norm Poly % poly Norm Poly % poly
Â 165 0 0.0 E 207 1 0.5 L 199 119 37.4B 105 0 0 .0 P 118 6 4.8 M 12 21 6 3 .6
C 135 0 0 .0 G 435 5 1 .1 N 25 22 4 6 .8
D 220 0 0 .0 H 204 1 0.5 0 47 43 47.8

I 52 2 3.7 P 69 43 38.4J 168 2 1 .2 Q 75 31 29.2
% 1439 18 1 ,2

Crosses. Group I. formal X High. ,̂ ang1. polyeot $ of parents
Normal Poly % poly Geometricl Arithmetic

C X P % 16 0 0 .0 1.96 19.2
1612 64 3.8

P X C Fl 88 3 3.3 1.96 19.2
F2 722 97 1 1 .8

P X D Fi 24 0 0 .0 1.96 19.2
% 1271 112 8 .1
Oroup II.E X L Fl 47 1 2 .1 4.32 18.9

F X L n 50 1 1.9 13.38 2 1 .1
F2 1797 458 2 0 .3

3192 957 23.1
L X H n 98 2 2 ,0 4.31 18.9

Fz 1588 38 2.3
F3 870 83 8 .8

Q X J n 116 3 2.5 5.92 15.2
309 33 9.6

Group III. Norml X Imr.H X B Fi 24 0 0 .0 0 .2 2 0.25
CkoUP IV.G X I Fl 61 0 0 .0 2 .0 2 2.40

G X K F] 27 0 0 .0 1.15 1.15
% 419 8 1 .8
Group Vj High X  Hifh

M % L F% 6 5 45.4 47.9 50.5
FZ 11 9 45.0

L X II Fl lé 32 66.7 47.6 50.5
0 X L Fl 43 21 3 2 .8 4 2 .2 4 2 .6
N X P n 17 5 22.7 42.4 4 2 .6

 ̂Geomotrlc means involving Type 1 parents estimated by using. 1$ 
as approxinsation of 0$,
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The range of values e:!diibited in these two crosses was also of Impor
tance and was as followsî
Range of polycot percentages exhibited in crosses F x L and L x H 

Humber of polycots in ICX) seedlings
D J5 IS ï l _ 2g 25__20__11_4S__65__________ÉS

x-x Parent F

X (F X L) first generation
x-x Parent L

•X (F X L) second generation, from 
17 plants

X- ™ x  (F % l)
third generation, from 27 F^ plants

X Parent H
X (L X H) first generation
X— X (L X H) second generation, from 5 F^ plants 
x— — ™ — —̂ — X (L X H) third generation, from 8 F^ plants 

The ranges in the incidence of poly cote in the first, second and 
third generations showed increases in both crosses. Since both parents 
were polycot producing, no normal producing plants would be expected to 
appear in the second generation. No ixnrmal producing F2 plants did ap- 
psar since none of the F3 families from 35 plants taken at random were 
fo%md in the ”0” polyeot coluim.

In TABLE X, the third, fourth and fifth groups of crosses Involved 
sets of parents witii approximately equal polyeot production. In groiq̂ s 
three and four, the Fĵ means were 0$ or low, just as were the parents 
involved. In these groups it was evident that the geometric means and 
arithmetic means did not differ widely from the F^ meaî , the equality 
resulting from the relatively uniform percentages shown by the parents.

^oup V, involving high polycot producing parents, showed that 
high production was maintained in the first generation* In the first



or088 of this group, M x L, the Fg generation also showed a similarly 
Ir̂ gh pertxartage.

It should be pointed out that the high polycot producing parents,
TypB III at the top of TABLE %, have shewn partial sterilliy, often 
producing only three or four fruits. In addition, crosses involving 
them frequ«itly failed. It is not known whether this was due to fac« 
tors associated with polycotyledory or to other factors in themselves 
detrimental, which have been recombined during selection for polycot 
production,

Rpom several attempts to make backer os ses to Type III parents, 
only two were successful. One backer os s to a normal, parent succeeded. 
The seedling classification of the first generation Arom these follows s

Seedling classification 
Mormal Polycot % polycot 

Q % (Q % J) 28 7 20,0
(P X G) X P 37 ID 20.6
(G % 0 14 O 0.0

In the first of the three backcrosses above, both parents were 
polycot producing and the beckcross to the higher producing parent, Q, 
resulted in a relatively high first generation phenotype. The second 
backcross involved a normal and hi^ producing parent. The Tx shewn in 
TABLE X, Group I, exhibited poly cot production and this crossed with 
parent F also resulted in polycot promotion. In the third backcross, 
the P% which bad shown no polycots in 16 seedlings, resulted also in no 
polycots whaa crossed with the normal parent G. Onl;̂’’ the first genera*- 
ticm Arom the backcroases could be examined, and the results could not 
foe used to confirm or deny estimates of the mmber of factors involved. 
However, the results confirmed the presence of the factors in the
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and showed differences in crosses involving parents of Types 1 and 3,
Arom aH of the 16 crosses described above, there were 68 plants grown 
to maturity. All of these produced polycots among the ?2 seedling.



DISCIBSim

PolyeotylWony is a about whiĉ î vmry f m  immstli^timaa
eæe being maém today. Because of this fact there w m  available no cĉ n* 
j^et© review of the literature of this subject sacre recent then that of 
Dudiartre in 184B ( 58). ïkmmr^t » the «Bctensiv© nature of the occur
rence of these eeodUng forme among Dlcot^ledonow plants was surprising. 
It was found that there were at least species in 68 families which 
had been described as producing polyeotyledons. This is far ovmr the 
total of 145 listed by Penslg (156, 157) and that of approximately 58 
suggested by Litovchehko (119). The latter au'fâîor also stated that 
such families as the Ch^mopodiaceae and Polygcmaceae most fToqtmntly 
showed these forms. In the prient stué̂ y it was found that Compos its# 
and beguminosme were firat and second in rank, respectively, in the 
mW>er of species reported with polycotyledcns, This is, of course, 
the same wder in which these two families stand in total mmSbmt of 
species. Several other families in which nine or more polycotyledomous 
species have been observed, are relatively lar^ families with 1,(XX) 
or mors species, excepting the Eammculaoeae, with at least twelve poly- 
cotyledon® in a faaOy of s<me 680 species.

The pWsomenon is apparently widespread among Bicotyletoi©. In 
view of the fact t^t soedlings are not usually ohemved as carefully 
as mature plants, and that there are also msmy imrecorded observations 
of polyootyledtmy, it seems <|uite probable that do sens if not hundre# 
of other species actually contain these atmormal seedlings.

The forms assumed by the cotyledon® in the polycot seedlings con
sisted of a continoou® series and followed a definite pattmm regardless 
of the species, gemi®, or ev<m family to which the iiWîividual plants
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belonged. This similarity was so striking that the polyooiyledone of 
a maple (Acer Fseudonlatamta ) mlglit well be taken for those of a 
hollyhock (Althea rosea) or men of tomato.

The phenolypic expression of the condition In Lyconersicon has 
been fully described here and it has been found to follow closely the 
range exhibited by other genera previously reported. DeVries (198), in 
addition to other investigators, has pointed out “Wiat polycotyledons may 
have simply notched cotyledons, or the division may be such that three, 
four or even five cotyledons are formed. In the present case. Judging 
from the examination of over 100,000 tomato seedlings, the range in 
Lvconerslcon extends from the normal condition through tricotyledons 
to tetracotyledons, the latter with four entire cotyledons being the 
absolute maxlmm. The fact that the tomatoes examined in the present 
study oa&c from dozens of sources scattered throughout the wwld, and 
showed the same forms of polycotyledony, indicated that the condition 
was common to the genus J^Qonex^loen.

It has been pointed out that polycotyledony Is widespread among 
Dicotyledons and that the expreseion of the condition is seme in all 
recorded occurrences. These facts are suggested here as further evi
dence of the generally accepted fact that the Dicotyledon group has a 
common ancestry. This is especially so because the observations deal 
with such a basic mor^ological stage of the plants, the embryo.

The studies of the gross vascular supply to the cotyledons con
firmed the fact, pointed out by Woodcock (210) that two principal veins 
supply a cotyledon making a total supply of four veins. His stu% con
cerned only normal plants but it was established here that regardless 
of the division or multiplication of the cotyledons, the total supply
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of veins wa© the ses®. For mmmple, in a tricsolyledon, wilh three sepa- 
3̂ to sm#)@re, one cotyledon ccmtained two veiim and the other two oety- 
ledone contained one vein each. At first, this observation would seem 
to he at variance with a statement of Coulter and Lend (50), who pointed 
out that growing primordia determine the mmbmr of vascular stands, 
the latter structures being seoordary in nature, and their appearance 
dependent on the character of the primary structure. The authors gave 
further infcraation, hswevtsr, whWi my th%^ some li#t on the coty- 
le^n situation in tosmtoes. In describing the embryo of Ovrtanthus 
sanmiinmm. it was idjown that four cotyledonary p*ijaord3̂  began develop
ment sê mrately, but that they soon ®grew together** in pairs, so that 
two each with two points, were for a time evident. They
inferred fPom #%ls evid̂ rtoe tWt tW possibility of polycotyledory in 
Ovrtanltos seemed plain.

It is not known at the present whether there are four original 
ootyledonary prWardla in hvcopcsrsicon. and no infwmatiom on this point 
was given ty Smith (173) who studied embryogegy in this gmms . It 
seems hig^ûy probable, however, sinee the maximum mmber of cotyledons 
observed was four and the constamt manbcr of cotyledon veins was four.
It also sems possible that the masimm mmber of ootylodons found in 
polyooiy 1 Wonous seedling of any given species may indicate the vas
cular situatiim in the cotyledons of such a plant.

A feature of polycotyledcmy which has not been fully explained is 
timt of inheritance. The indications were plain from the attempts of 
others to mcplain this featim© that it was certainly not due to a single 
factor pair. In the present stu%, the problmm was approached by the 
establishment of lines which differed in their trmSuctlon of polycoty- 
lodons. In this way, crosses were analysed between lines pure for the
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production of normal seedlings and tliose pure for the production of 
polycotyledons. In the latter, the percentage© of the forms produced 
varied but every plant in these line© gave rise to some polycotyledons, 
indicating the presence of genes associated with the character. The 
results obtained gave every indication that a form of quantitative in
heritance was in effect. Several features pointing to this conclusion 
were the lack of true dominance, the approach of the first generation 
mean to mean of the parental classes and the rocovmy of poly cot pro
ducing genotype in 171 and the normal genotype in only 4 out of 175 
second generation plants. The ratio 171:4 resembled a 63:1 ratio and 
suggested that there were at least three independent factor pairs 
affecting poly cot production.

In quantitative inheritance it was pointed out by Sinnott (171), 
WacArthur and Butler (12?) and others that the second generation dis
tribution curve would be positivel;;/ skew as a result of the geometric, 
cumulative action of the genes involved . The studies with which the 
auth«xrs dealt were those of size or weight inheritance and the values 
plotted were calculated on both an arithmetic and logarithmic basis.
The latter was found to shift the curves from positive skewness to ap
proximate normality. In the present studies with tomatoes a strongly 
positive skewed curve was obtained in plotting arithmetic values of 
polycot incidence in the ?2 but plotting lô trlthmic values produced a 
more nearly normal ourve, and revealed the presence of two modes. The 
original positively skewed curve and the shift obtained supported the 
hypothesis that quantitative Inheritance was in effect. The bimodsllty 
could not be fully interpreted from the data obtained but suggested 
that the genes controlling polycot production were not equal in their
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effectiveness. Such unequal effects would not be unusual (171),
Previous investigators have shewn that in certain genera, selection 

could bring the incidence of polycotyledony up to nearly 100^ but that 
no line© could be established in which every plant was phanotypically a 
polycot. In two of the studies in which reference was made to poly- 
coty ledons in tomatoes (76, 124), the attempt© to increase percentages 
of these forms were unsuccessful. In the present stu%, such attempts 
were successful in certain lines and unsuccessful in olhers. In hy- 
bzids from cross No. 244, pimoinelllfollum x escuOLentum var. 
larglobe, it was possible to increase the percentages up to 94.6$, but 
not beyond, The actual percentages obtained in successive generations 
of selection in these hybrids close3y approximated ones obtained by 
DeVries (198) and others working with other genera. The eacperience 
with tomatoes supports the view expressed by Î Vries that attempts to 
establish lines with lOOgg polycot̂ ledons are futile. It was pointed 
out here, however, that lines of tomatoes could be readily established 
in which 100$ of the plants produced such forms.

In the light of the data presented above, a logical explanation 
may be given for the conflicting results obtained in selection. In 
races or lines such as the Halbrasse of DeVries or certain tomato varie
ties, only a limited number of genes for poly cot production were present, 
and when these became homozygous, no further cWnge was possible. In 
the Xlttelrasse or cross No. 244, additional genes belonging to the 
series of multiple factors were pressait and selection made it possible 
to establish lines with a lm*ger number of genes, maintaining polycot 
production on a higher level.

It was shown that individual phenotypes, found in the series of
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foras collectively called polycotyledons, did not reproduce themselves 
exclusively . A trieotyledon, for example, could produce not only tri- 
cotyledons but phenotypically normal plants, tetracotyledons and any 
of the other steps in the series. Tli© explanation for the presence of 
the continuous series of forim found ommg polycotyledons was not ap
parent in the observations made here. There was no indication that 
normally formed cotyledons were later split. On the contrary, the shape 
of the cotyledons must have been determined at the time of their incep
tion in the embryo, and any forces influencing the degree of division 
would have acted at that time. Since the final form of tlie cotyledons 
was the only stage examiné, no positive interpretation of this feature 
can be given, but it seaas possible that there are modifying genes 
which influence the degree to which polycotyledons are divided.

In certain populaticms of tomato hybrids in which high percentages 
of these forms appeared, partial sterility was found. This was mani
fested not only in their meager fruit production but often in the in
ability to effect crosses with them. This was not apparent, however, 
in the occasional polycot seedlings which were to be found in commercial 
varieties. It was pointed out by Tidcqy (192) that in seedlings of many 
varieties of charries and peaches, presence of poiycotyledons indicated 
hetwogygous breeding material. It may be said that in tomatoes, the 
presence of Iiigli percentages of these forms in any line indicated that 
the line had been inbred for sev̂ u’al generations.

When the possible practical advantages of polycotĝ 'ledoiy were sug
gested by Litovchenko (119), who found increased yields in beet (Beta 
vulgaris) as well as in other plants, it seemed possible that bénéficiai 
changes might be found in these forms in tomatoes. The tests reported
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here indicated that tomato seedlings showing polycotyledony often had 
abnormal leaf placements which resulted in higher numbers of leaves in 
plants up to four or five weeks of age. By the time of the maturity of 
the plants, however, the two groups had approximately the same total mm
ber of leaves. Any changes were thus effective only In the young plants.

In coR^mriscn© of normal and polycotyledonoua plants in a field 
trial it was found that the total number of fruits froduced by the two 
groups of plants did not differ significantly, but that the time of peak 
production was different. Plants of Mar globe and Rutgers from seed
lings possessing the abnormal oo%iedons were found to be later in fruit 
production than normal plants from the same seed supî ly. The signifi
cance of this finding is apparent, in that the total early crop would 
be significantly lower if these forms were included with the normal 
plants. If the early crop is of is^rtance in any given planting it 
would be advantageous to discard all seedlings showing cotyledon divi
sion or multiplication. This would not be difficult since the forms 
are readily distinguishable within 3 to 10 days after eaei'gence frcm 
the soil of the seed flat or field.

Seedling classification of several hundred lines of tomatoes re
vealed that the polycotyledons were quit© common, and occurred in many 
commercial varieties. As a general rule, such seedlings have been found 
to be identical with normal ones in horticultural characthistles such 
as bush habit, fruit type and all characters with the exception of 
time of maturity cited above.
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A literature survey revealed that polycotyledony was much more 
frequent than recent Inveatlgators had reported. At least 295 species 
in 68 families contained these forms. The two largest Dicotyledonous 
families, Compositae and Leguminosae, contained the largest numbers of 
polycot species according to published reports.

la numerous ccmmacrcleüL varieties and foreign accessions polycoty- 
ledozm were observed. First reports were given of their occurrence in 
LECOwrslcon pimplaellifolium. peruvianum. peruyimmm var.
dentatum and glandulosum.

The complete range of eaqpresslon of the polycotyledonoue condition 
in làTCQuersicon was presented. Cotyledon variations followed a con
tinuous aeries from normal throu^ notching and division to the extreme 
form with four separate, entire cotyledons. The variations were strik
ingly similar to all such series reported for numerous other species 
and genera.

The total mmber of veins supplying the cotyledons was shown to be 
four in both normal and polycotylodtmou© seedlings.

Selection within varieties to increase the incidmce of the forms 
gave both positive and negative results, depending on the lines tested. 
In hybrid populations from a cross, L. pimpinellifolium x L* eaculoutum 
var. Bar globe, selection increased the incidence from 1$ in the first 
generation to 94.6$ in the fifth.

Three types of poly cot lines were Isolated j the first invariably 
produced normal seedlings, the second invariably produced poly cotyledons 
in low percentages, and the tliird polycolyledons in high percentages.
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Cotyledcm analysis of appropriate crosses between these types revealed 
that quantitative inheritance was operating. At least three pairs of 
genes, probably differing in their effectiveness, controlled polycot 
production. Several reciprocal crosses revealed no differences due to 
the direction of the cross,

The varions forms of polycotyledons did not reproduce their own 
phenotype exclusively but In addition, gave rise to all other forms.
The tricotyledon appeared most frequently. The wide variation shown 
suggested that several modifying g«nes were affecting the expression 
of the polycotyledonous condition.

As a result of altered l^f placement at the lower nodes, polycot 
plants often had higher nuŝ ers of leaves than normal plants up to four 
or five weeks of age. At maturity, the total leaf numbers were essen
tially the s^e.

Total fruit production was found to be the same in normil and 
polycot plants, However, the time of peak production differed in that 
polyeot plants were later. This fact suggested that such forms should 
be discarded in any planting in which n̂̂ liness was a beneficial 
economic factor.
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